
  

 

 

LeLe – Learning Leadership 

Dinard, France, 11-15 May 2015 

Are you leading yourself? Do you sometimes have the feeling that beliefs are hindering you 
in doing what you want? Have you ever experienced how empowering beliefs can carry you 
forward? Do you know how to energize yourself? – Sign up and explore the interconnection 
between leadership and learning as generative engines your development and find ways to 
use all the energy you have. 

In detail you will 

• explore the connection between leadership and learning as generative engines for 
self and organisational development; 

• look at how limiting beliefs can boycott the individual attitude towards learning and on 
how empowering beliefs can resource the individual in his/her quest for inner 
creativity for leadership; 

• assess your individual leadership and learning profile; 
• identify your key questions to address your quest for learning leadership as an 

ongoing non linear process; 
• go out of your comfort zone to unleash the generative power of creating rapport with 

the others and to afford the experience of unlearning; 
• learn about and experience balancing inner and outer energies as leadership 

resources. 

Approach 

The course provides an opportunity for assessing the individual leadership and learning 
profile through an analysis of past experiences and their impact on your views to learning 
and leadership. It also offers a coached experience of going out of the comfort zone to 
unleash the generative power of creating rapport with the others and to afford the experience 
of unlearning. 

The adaptive leadership and appreciative leadership models provide the framework for 
experiencing and learning key tools such as holding meaningful conversations, decision 
making processes, asking powerful questions, active listening and story telling. 

The course consists of a mix of short theoretical inputs, concrete exercises, group 
discussions and solo moments. We believe that the best way to learn leadership is through 
having real experiences and enough reflecting time to get new insights and find ways to 
apply it to the everyday work. 

 

 
  


